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FROM THE CHAIRMAN’S DESK with

BRIAN POWE

Hi Everyone,
Welcome to the final Newsletter for the year.
The last four months has seen a lot of activity within our Trusts, the holding of our November Board and
Annual General Meetings.
Our Charitable Trust has made various grants to Diabetes Australia ($15000), Children’s Cancer Institute
($20000) and Craniofacial ($25000) being the fourth instalment for Metopic Synostosis research during this
period. We were able to support the Buy a Bale programme for drought assistance with a donation of $5,000
from the Necessitous Circumstances Trust and offer the SHACK, to give respite for Drought impacted families.
The Civilian Widows Trusts grants have made a difference to many families in Western Australia, Queensland
and New South Wales. Director Tony Wilshire has spent the last few months in Western Australia working in
the regions and Apex Clubs supporting disadvantaged children and their Schools with educational needs. A
total of $31418 has been granted across the three Civilian Widows Trusts during the last four months.
The Underprivileged Children’s Trust has seen the commencement of construction on the fourth cottage at the
Copper Coast Retreat, with plans being considered for a fifth cottage with funds raised from the most
successful Postie Bike ride. The Chalet has been accepted by Apex Australia as the 2018/19 National Service
Project, a great acknowledgement of its 40 years of operation. The SHACK continues to provide holiday
accommodation for children and their carers, and is currently having some roof restoration work and the
installation of solar panels.
A big thank you to James Gerrish and Shaw & Partners for hosting our Annual General Meeting, to our guest
speaker, Jim Hughes AM and Foundation Patron, and opera singer, Genevieve Dickson, our Fine Arts award
recipient, who entertained us on the night.
Finally, Season’s Greetings to you all and have a safe and happy New Year.
Cheers
Brian Powe
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E D I T OR I A L
It is indeed an honour for me to write the editorial in this issue as I had only been appointed to the position of
Executive Officer in the middle of October and after the challenges of preparing for the Board Meeting and
AGM in November, this task of producing a newsletter for this esteemed organisation is a very satisfying
experience.
There is an abundance of material available for inclusion but in the interest of brevity, the articles had to be
condensed so that maximum coverage could be achieved at the expense of details. However, any contributions
or letters to the editor is most welcome so that this publication can become an effective mouthpiece for the
tremendous job that the Board of Directors are tirelessly undertaking and also feedback on improving this
channel of communication.
I would like to place on record the work put into this document by friends in Apex.
Your contributions can be sent to the Editor by email on eo@apexfoundation.org.au or by mail to the Apex
Foundation Level 5, 201, Kent Street, Sydney 2000.

Yours in Apex
Clement Fernandez
Executive Officer

____________________________________________________________________________________
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FOUNDATION SPOTLIGHT
Jim Hughes AM
Life Governor - Apex Australia and
Patron of the Apex Foundation
I joined Apex in Hamilton Western Victoria as a young man. My employment and business
interests took me around Australia. I then became a member of the Apex Clubs of
Warrnambool, Mulgrave, Hobart and finally, Jindalee in Queensland. I enjoyed Apex very
much and was delighted by the altruism and friendship of the organisation and its
members. One of the most memorable events in my life was the privilege to know our three founders personally.
They were all amazing; however Sir John Buchan was truly inspirational to me. He was one of those people who
was not afraid to initiate and challenge both, the big and small things in society. Later I moved through the ranks of
Apex and was fortunate to be elected National President. This was a time of structural and societal change in Apex
and there was plenty of robust debate about the direction of the organisation as it endeavoured both nationally
and internationally to meet the community challenges of the future. May I say that most of my lifetime mates are
Apexians and I still believe that Apexians are very special people and have that altruism as an incontrovertible
hallmark in their DNA. It is a privilege to know them. On retiring from Apex at the age of forty I was humbled to be
appointed a Life Governor of Apex Australia. This was a most unexpected and treasured appointment. The
opportunity to join the Apex Foundation Board subsequently came about. I have the greatest respect for this
organisation and its mission. As a portfolio board, the Directors of the Apex Foundation do the heavy lifting and
some amazing community work. I salute them all, both current and past, for their commitment to Apex ideals.
Subsequently I joined Rotary and found this also to be a wonderful organisation. Around the time of joining the
Apex Foundation I was awarded the Order of Australia (AM) for community work and business initiatives. I have
been and still am, a director of some companies and philanthropic trusts. Later on, I found myself elected as
Chairman of the Board of the Apex Foundation and really enjoyed the involvement. Again it was a time of challenge
for the organisation. The global financial crisis (GFC) was manifesting and we needed to take strong action to protect
the assets of the organisation. Anyway the GFC passed and the Apex Foundation came out fighting to continue to
do its fantastic community work for, amongst other things the underprivileged children of Australia as well as
supporting world class medical research producing real outcomes for Australians. Please read the annual report to
get a handle on the wonderful work of this foundation. The work it does as a pinnacle organisation is brilliant. Apex
Foundation is made up of people that “make things happen” rather than those who say ‘what happened’! If you
get a chance to give them a hand then please jump inflate, on retirement from the Apex Foundation I was delighted
to be appointed a Patron. Since then the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia took my attention and over time
I was fortunate to be appointed their National Chairman. This is a great outfit and specialises in research, awareness
and support for men and their families affected by prostate cancer which is one of the biggest killers of men in
Australia. More recently Apex Australia and Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia have joined forces to raise
awareness and funds for prostate cancer research. Thank you to all fellow Alexia’s for putting your shoulders to the
wheel to support this initiative for the men of Australia, their partners, and their families.
More recently the opportunity came around to be involved with Aboriginal Australians in Western Australia in the
Kimberley. The people involved are great indigenous people and we operate a law firm, accounting practice and
heritage business supporting native title groups.
Hats off to Apex which started all this!
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APEX FOUNDATION - WHAT WE DO - OUR MISSION
’Improving the lives of children and families, and helping Apex Clubs Build Better Communities ’
The Apex Foundation achieves this by managing various trusts essentially established by service schemes initiated
by Apex Australia. A company limited by guarantee, the Apex Foundation has governance, management and
allocation responsibilities over trusts and their grants programmes. Grants are awarded on the basis of clear and
transparent eligibility criteria. Choice of recipient is governed by the rules of each trust. Individuals, Apex Clubs,
charitable institutions and world-class researchers have benefited from valuable assistance in past years. The
Apex Foundation does not receive direct government funding - it remains an example of Australians helping other
Australians in a spirit of good citizenship and community engagement. The Association of Apex Clubs maintains a
strong and effective relationship with the Apex Foundation with its most senior leader being a member of the
board and hundreds of past and present members being supporters. On a broad spectrum the Apex Foundation,
being the trustee of various trusts works towards the following goals:Medical Research
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust offers funding for research purposes for the following causes:AUTISM – funded by the ‘Walk Around Australia’ Scheme. Apex has been funding research and student support
since 1969.
CHILDREN’S CANCER INSTITUTE - supporting research work for 40 years.
CRANIOFACIAL AUSTRALIA – since 1984 supporting the Australian Cranio Massilo Foundation in their ground
breaking work on correcting facial and cranial deformities.
MELANOMA AUSTRALIA –since 1989supporting the Melanoma Institute of Australia by funding research,
treatment and education.
DIABETES AUSTRALIA – following a National Service Scheme in 1986, Apex has been funding research through
Diabetes Australia.
Further details are available on our website: www.apexfoundation.org.au
Respite Accommodation
The funds under the Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust are applied and used exclusively for the construction,
maintenance and operation of short term respite accommodation and associated care facilities for use by
underprivileged, disadvantaged, chronically ill and disabled children and young adults and their families and
carers.
Apex Foundation, through its Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust administers:Apex Chalet (The Magic Castle) at Smiggin Holes,
NSW Shoalhaven Heads Apex Cottages for Kids (The S.H.A.C.K.) at Shoalhaven Heads, NSW
Apex Copper Coast Retreat at North Beach Tourist Park, Wallaroo, SA
Funding projects for the disadvantaged
Apex Foundation works towards making a difference in the life of children and families with special needs or
people suffering from hardships of life through state based Association of Civilian Widows Trusts, namely :Association of Civilian Widows of New South Wales/ ACT,
Association of Civilian Widows of Queensland and
Association of Civilian Widows of Western Australia.
Necessitous Circumstances Trust has been established for the relief of people in necessitous circumstances,
suffering the hardships of life due to circumstances or finances.
Furtherance of fine arts and education
Fine Arts Scholarship Trust- The Fine Arts Trust was formed to support talented young Australian classical
musicians to further their studies overseas.
LINDSAY CARTHEW
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Apex Foundation Directors – an introduction
The Apex Foundation Ltd is administered by a Board of Directors comprising mainly past Apexians
and are elected at the AGM held in November each year. The 2018/2019 Board members elected in
November 2018 are:
BRIAN POWE (NSW)
CHAIRMAN – Ex Officio – All Committees; The SHACK;
TONY WILSHIRE (QLD)
VICE CHAIRMAN; Fine Arts Trust; Civilian Widows Trusts, NSW, Queensland & WA;
Board Audit & Risk Committee
MIKE FITZE (NSW)
COMPANY SECRETARY; Board Audit & Risk Committee; Corporate Governance & Legal Committee;
Apex Necessitous Circumstances Trust;
STEPHEN BIGARELLI (VIC)
FINANCE DIRECTOR; Chair Board Audit & Risk Committee; Governance and Investment Committees
John King (NSW)
External Director; Legal & Compliance;
Chair - Corporate Governance and Legal Committee; Investment Committee
Jamie Vincent (NSW)
Marketing & Membership Committee; Investment Committee; The Apex “Magic Castle” Chalet; Autism;
Lindsay Carthew (SA)
Copper Coast SA Retreat & Craniofacial; Board Audit & Risk Committee; Chair- Investment Committee;
Chair Marketing & Membership Committee; Corporate Governance & Legal Committee
Graham Cassidy (NSW)
Melanoma, Children’s Cancer & Leukaemia; Diabetes Mellitus; Civilian Widows Trusts NSW;
Marketing & Membership Committee
Neal Molineaux (NSW)
National President 2018/2019, Apex Australia; Apex Liaison
Clement Fernandez,
Apex Foundation Executive Officer, supports the activities of the Board
and is a member of the Marketing and Membership Committee.
He can be contacted at 02 9253 7775 or email info@apexfoundation.org.au
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2017/2018

Patron, Jim Hughes speaking as Chairman of PCFA.

Farewell to Executive Officer, Sapna Agarwal after 6 years

James Gerrish of Shaw and Partners briefing the AGM

Opera singer, Genevieve Dickson performing

Apex Got Talent
Graham Cassidy’s response to Genevieve Dickson
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Who is the
Apex Foundation Investment Adviser?
My family has a long history with Apex dating back to my grandfather in the 1950s and my
father in the 1970s, while my grandmother today at 94 still talks fondly of her ‘Apex
friends’.
Towards the end of 2017 my team and I took over the management of the Apex investment
portfolio through Shaw and Partners, a non-bank aligned investment management firm,
big enough to have financial clout and research capability but small enough to have a real
focus on clients’ success.
I am a Senior Partner within the firm and delighted to have the Apex Foundation on board.
We will work closely with the investment committee and board to ensure the financial
outcomes from the investment portfolio will continue to help fund the great work of the
foundation and its trusts.
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‘Walk Around Australia’
Was this Apex’s greatest service project? ‘Walk Around Australia’ was a unique voluntary National
Service Project run in 1967/68 to raise funds for the Autism Trust. This means that Apexians have been
directly supporting the Autism cause for more than 50 years.
But how did it all begin?
Back in the mid-1960s, walkathons were a popular fundraiser where sponsors paid a fixed amount per
lap or per mile. Blackwood Apexian Gerry Greenway joined Unley Apexians and ZP John Jackson in an
Adelaide Apex Walkathon fundraiser. With miles to walk and time to kill, Gerry outlined to John a
seemingly outrageous plan for Apexians to walk around Australia.
With typical Apexian can-do and infectious enthusiasm the project was quickly sponsored at the District
2 (Adelaide) Convention in June 1967, approved at Zone and then the Easter 1968 National convention.
As John Jackson says - the National Board of the day is to be congratulated for directing the funds to
Autism - at the time relatively unknown and woefully underfunded.
Then the work started..... With a unique fundraiser and a worthwhile project, sponsorship for things like
support cars came rolling in. The ‘Walk’ was to approximate the then National One highway. AdelaidePerth-Darwin-Townsville-Cairns-Brisbane-Sydney-Melbourne-Hobart-Adelaide. The Walk of 10,114 miles
was completed in 8 months and 15 days.
The great success was an amazing team effort. Key were efforts such as Apexian Barry Ford who took
extended leave to do the entire walk. Of course the involvement of the many Apex Clubs along the way
was so critical and the $100,000 fundraising target was virtually doubled.
Sponsorship came from a wide cross section including Air India, The Bank of New South Wales
(Westpac), Miami Chamber of Commerce, Timex and Philips Engineering, IPEC, BP Australia, Claridge
Motors and GM Holden, Finsbury Engineering, TAA (Qantas), Tom the Cheap Grocer, Ansett-Pioneer and
Coca Cola.
50 years on and the vision and endeavour of those Apexians is to be applauded and should be kept as a
reminder that average people working together can achieve extraordinary things.
About Autism - it is a developmental disorder. Children so affected often have no outward appearance
but are locked in a world of their own. Their communication and social interaction skills are usually sadly
lacking and the best remedy is special education starting at an early age. It is estimated to afflict 2 in
every 1,000 of the population with boys 5 times more likely than girls.
The Apex Foundation provides grant money every year for suitable Autism projects and donations to
this cause are tax deductible. Please keep your support going by make a donation to the Apex
Foundation and choosing Autism.
As told by John Jackson, former Zone 8 President and Unley Apex Life Member to Lindsay Carthew.
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As an Apexian I feel extremely proud of the Autism Trust and more so the way the Apexians of the day
raised the money for a disorder that was at the time still misunderstood and with few support services
available. In typical Apex fashion, our members made it happen and they made it happen in a huge way. A group
of Apexians had the idea to help raise much needed funds to do research for Autism which in the late 60s was
something that the community in general did not talk about.
Autism is becoming more and more common and the community is starting to understand the needs of children
and adults with Autism. The research is still ongoing and while researchers have learnt a great deal about Autism
since the 60s, its research and support continue to be
vital. One of the major keys to Autism is early
intervention, this makes a huge difference to a child’s
life and their ability to be involved in activities of daily
living that we take for granted.
Today, one in 100 children are diagnosed with Autism.
As proud as we all are of our forefathers, so much more
is needed to be done in research and awareness of
Autism Spectrum Disorder. If you or your Apex Club,
Rotary Club, Lions Club or business would like to
support the Autism Trust please make a donation to the
longest Apex Foundation Trusts.

The story of Nathan
As a bit of background to the story, Nathan is 19 and has Prader Willi Syndrome. If
it was not for The Shack, Nathan would not have been able to have this holiday. His
co-resident was lucky enough to be going on an overseas holiday with his family.
However, Nathan does not have this option nor could he afford a holiday at a
mainstream resort. By going to the Shack with his support staff, Nathan was able to
experience his first independent holiday giving him the opportunity not to feel
deprived of the same opportunity to enjoy a holiday as his co-resident. During
Nathan’s holiday he participated in a lot of fishing and driving to find the perfect
fishing spot. He loved learning how to tie hooks, bait up and cast out. Nathan also
played tennis and played his first ever game of golf. Within the space of an hour he
was able to hit the ball straight and with good form. Nathan enjoyed playing golf
the most out of all the activities undertaken. The golf course was simply amazing running along the coast line. The
room we stayed in was very well equipped, spacious and very well kept. Both Nathan and I agreed we could easily
live there. Having the beach only a few hundred metres away made sleeping at night very relaxing being able to
hear the waves crashing. I highly recommend any family doing it tough with sick kids or kids with a disability to
look into staying at ‘The Shack’. They would not be disappointed. Nathan has expressed his desire to return to
‘The Shack’, adding "I want to come back here with my friend, Bradley.”
JAMIE VINCENT
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The Apex Children’s Chalet at Smiggins Hole,
Koscsiuszko National park
The 2018 WORK PARTY

Get your tools out:
The Magic Castle Work Party is in January 2019
It is that time of the year when we once again sort out our paint brushes and tools to
head down to the Magic Castle to complete some annual repairs and do a general clean
up. We already have a big group booked in from all over Australia to help out from the
10th of January through to the 13th of January as the major works had already been
completed over the past few years.
This proposed work party will be handling lots of little jobs that never get done due to
the larger jobs that had to be done in the past.
We have a few Zone Niners coming down for the weekend, which includes current and
very active Apexians and their families, from as far as Bundaberg in Queensland which is
a huge effort by them.
The fellowship at these work parties is very memorable and great friendships are made
and many new Apexians who have never seen the Magic Castle coming on Work party.
If you would like to attend or if you would like to donate money to support the Apex
Children’s Chalet please contact Jamie Vincent on 0410587569 or ring the Apex
Foundation for more details.
Hope to see you all there.
Jamie Vincent
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Spreading the word about the
WA Civilian Widows Trust
Helping kids in need and doing good in your local community….. What could be more
rewarding or more central to the reason why we joined Apex and became Apexians?
This was the opportunity that the Apex Foundation gave me last week as I met with local
schools and organisations in Geraldton to tell them about the amazing opportunity
available to them through the WA Civilian Widows Trust.
The story of the trust begins in WA in the 1950’s when a mother of four was left destitute
after the death of her husband in a workplace accident. Unable to support her family, she
turned to Apex for help and inadvertently started the movement that became the
Association of Civilian Widows. The Association spread throughout Australia with the
support of the Apex ‘Aid to Civilian Widows Project’, empowering women to support
each other in the face of adversity.
In the early 2000s the association decided to close and funds from WA, Queensland and
NSW were entrusted to the Apex Foundation forming the Civilian Widows Trust with
dividends to be used in perpetuity to support disadvantaged children reach their
potential. In WA this equates to around $70,000 in grants each year, what a fabulous
legacy.
So, do your community a favour and get in contact with Tony from the Apex Foundation
and check out the foundation website (http://www.apexfoundation.org.au/ourtrusts/civilian-widows-trust) and find out how the Civilian Widows Trust can help the
disadvantaged kids in your community. So a huge thank you to Tony and his wife Sue for
giving up their time to help the Geraldton community and joining us for some welldeserved fellowship. Apex Foundation Secretariat .
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$75,000 annual grants to underprivileged children

The Apex Foundation, through its WA Civilian Widows Trust has around $75,000 in grants
available on an annual basis to support underprivileged children in WA. This is due to a
legacy left by the amazing Civilian Widows of WA.
This calendar year, we have provided grants to assist Apex Clubs in WA, to further
support many children. The following clubs successfully applied for grants that helped so
many in different ways:Apex Clubs of; Manjimup $917, Geraldton $3,000, Busselton $13,000 and
Bunbury/Koombana $8,000.
I have been travelling throughout WA during my retirement, and had connected with
many clubs. Arriving in Geraldton, I made contact with the local president, Emma Jackson
and over 3 days they met with many local school principals and indigenous organisations,
which will result in some very worthwhile grants and also help the local Apex Club
increase their visibility in town and hopefully their membership. The following photos are
of Tony and Emma making all their calls and the fellowship with the Apex Club of
Geraldton on the Friday night.
Absolutely thank the club for making Sue and I so welcome, particularly Emma, Andrea
and not forgetting Fish.
TONY WILSHIRE
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Children’s
Cancer, Diabetes and Melanoma Trusts
I am your Foundation Director with responsibility for the Children’s Cancer, Diabetes and Melanoma
trusts. All three were established initially with the support of Apex Clubs nationally. This month we have
extended funding to Children’s Cancer ($20,000) and Diabetes Australia ($15,000).
In addition with the support of the Carthew Family Trust we have extended our support in the Diabetes
space with a commitment to the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation by supporting their peer
support program.
Specifically this support programme will
* Help individuals understand and adjust
* Connect with existing networks for practical and emotional support
* Ensure that newly diagnosed children/adults receive information and support
* Reach out to newly diagnosed patients and their families within the first four to eight weeks of
diagnosis
* Provide support from a phone call at 3am when things are difficult, to regular mentoring, through to a
long term friendship.
As you can see your Foundation is continuing to support in a very positive way these deserving causes.

Graham Cassidy
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FROM THE

National President of Apex Australia
NEAL MOLINEAUX
NATIONAL PRESIDENTS DROUGHT RELIEF FUNDRAISER
After spending a considerable amount of time flying for work and Apex, I truly started
to see just how sever the drought was across NSW and QLD. Then on a flight in August
I seen it all again, but worse (if it could of) and it made me ask the question
“What can I do?”
It was then I started to look into the different organisations out there that where
assisting our farmers, and set up a fundraiser with one of these. I gave myself a target
of $10,000 which I thought was a tall ask (and was a bit worried I wouldn’t get there at
the time of going public). Well support came from everywhere, all parts of Australia,
an Apexian in Singapore and from people I didn’t even know, all just wanting to
support the farmers that support us. There has been an enormous amount of support
in less than three months, which as seen my $10,000 target doubled and now sitting
just over $20,000! A great effort from some great Apex Clubs and individuals that just
want to support those that support us. Not only do I thank all for the support and
donations, but our farmers do too!
https://www.buyabale.com.au/donate/?supporter_id=54904\

Do you know?
1. How many Apex Clubs are currently operating in Australia?
Queensland:
NSW:
Victoria:
Tasmania:
2.
3.

25
19
18
05

South Australia
West Australia
Northern Territory

101

16
17
01

The Magic Castle Chalet turns 40 next year 2019. It was opened by the then Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser
in October 1979.
The Zone 9 reunion was held on the weekend of 26-28 October in Dubbo. During the weekend private
donations, fines, raffles and fun-raisers resulted in a fantastic donation of $4,000 to the Magic Castle
Chalet. Well done Zone 9-ers.

4. Dates to remember – Apex National Conventions
Apex India
Kanya National Park, Madya Pradesh
Apex Bangladesh Dinajpur
Apex Philippines Batangas
Apex Singapore
Singapore
Apex Malaysia
Petaling Jaya
Apex Australia
Kadina, South Australia
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01 to 03
25 to 26
24 to 25
26 to 27
23 to 24
11 to 13

February
January
May
July
August
October

2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
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Toronto Apex , “We did it in the bush”
The Watagan Mountains west of the township of Toronto in
NSW have a special significance for past Apexians and their
partners of Toronto. Like all Apexians on reaching that critical
age of 40, a void needed to be filled. Life Member and exnational board member, Robert Hertogs, along with some
competent advisers, suggested that we undertake the Great
North Walk, a walk of 250 kms from Newcastle to Sydney
traversing a mix of bush, rock climbing, rivers and creeks and of
course leeches. The above photos show the start of the walk in
April 1992 and arriving in Sydney October 1993. The walk was
staged over several months of car shuffles, trains and buses with
one overnight camp. That was 26 years ago. Since that time the
group of initially 20 at an average age of 48, have walked
monthly on various tracks throughout the district and interstate
including South Australia, Queensland, Tasmania and Victoria.
Our average age is now around 73.
In their prime, Toronto Apex was a vibrant and active Apex club
boasting many levels of service including National, Zone and
District Boards and was a significant contributor from town to
nation and at times international. A recent sunset BBQ at one of
the several Watagan lookouts provided a perfect setting for
reflection on our history. The picture shows the remaining
Apexians Trevor Oakey, Howard Marshall, Jim Eckford,
Vic Lewis and Robert Hertogs.
Over the years we have lost several members however the core
of the walking group still remains and while the walks are less
arduous and more social we remain close as we were 26 years
ago. A record of all our walks has been kept in books summarising
our years of Trekking and was distributed to members last year at
Mittagong in NSW.In the words of one of our late members
“Life is just another splinter in your rear as you slide down the
banister of life.”
Jim Eckford . Life Member . Toronto Apex
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We need your help
MEMBERSHIP
Individual Membership to the Apex Foundation is offered to people of all ages.
Your membership assists our commitment to our mission of assisting the
youth of Australia to gain an equal chance at life.
Annual Reports and regular newsletters will keep you updated on the progress
of our mission.
Category Fee (incl. GST)
 Individual Annual

$

 Individual 3 Year

$ 125

 Gold Life Membership

$ 1,000

50

Club Memberships - Information available on request.

Contact the Sydney office (02 9253 7775) for more information or to request a
membership form, or download it from our webpage
http://www.apexfoundation.org.au/get-involved/membership
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Put your money where the miracles are !
We seek donations to support the many causes these trusts are dedicated
to, and help with lifetime assistance to young Australians.
DONATIONS TO
 Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust
 Apex Foundation Charitable Trust AND
 Necessitous Circumstances Trust
ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE
Please see the ‘DONATION’ section on our web page;
http://www.apexfoundation.org.au/get-involved/donate for more information.

DONATE TODAY!
I would like to donate $_____________to support the ongoing work of the Apex Foundation.
Please tick :
1. Cheque : payable to the APEX FOUNDATION _____
2. Visa _____

Amex_____

Mastercard_____

Cardholder’s Name:
Card Number:
Name:
Address:
Suburb:
Phone No:

Expiry:

Postcode:
E-mail:

Signature -----------------------------------------------------------

Thank you for your donation. All gifts over $2 are tax deductible – a receipt will be sent.
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SUBSCRIBE TO
APEX FOUNDATION NEWSLETTERS

We need your help
If you know of past or present Apexians
who are not receiving our emails or e-newsletters
please direct them to our website
www.apexfoundation.org.au

For back issues of the newsletters, click on the following link
http://www.apexfoundation.org.au/news-announcements
If you would like to unsubscribe to future emails from the Apex Foundation,
please email to info@apexfoundation.org.au
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OUR MISSION STATEMENT
Improving the lives of children and families, and helping Apex
Clubs Build Better Communities.
OUR VISION
Our vision is that all Australians will have the opportunity to
realise their potential and participate fully in our community.

OUR GOALS
Exhibit leadership by identifying humanitarian initiatives to
improve services to the community, and facilitate their
implementation
Work collaboratively with the
Association of Apex Clubs of Australia
Contribute to material and effective research, activities and
programmes that contribute to social, economic and social
values
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For more information on activities of the
APEX FOUNDATION
please visit our web page
http://www.apexfoundation.org.au
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